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To have a better understanding of the equations in General Realtivity we should
look at similar equations, mainly Maxwell’s Equations, to get a better idea of
what each term represents and how we can compare them.

φE φG

E = ∇φE a = −∇φG
FE = qE = miaE FG = mga

F = q(E + v ×B) F =?

⇒ ∇µFµν = Jν Rµν(gµν) = ...

Fµν = 2∇[µAν] ∇µJµ = 0 Gµν = Rµν −
1

2
gµν(Rσρgσρ) = 8πGνTµν

∇ν∇µFµν = 0 ∇µGµν ≡ 0⇒ ∇µTµν = 0

When comparing the two sets of equations with each other we can see that the
charge (q) from Maxwell’s Equations is similar to the mass (mg) in the force of
gravity and similar we can say that the electric field (E) plays a similar role to
a from the force of gravity.

The last equation listed for Maxwell’s equations is by definition of Fµν .

When requiring that Gµν is covariantly constant in the gravity equations this
implies that Tµν must be covariantly constant as well from the equation above.

F = mia F = mgag

mg

mi
= constant = 1 for all physics laws except gravity

If mia = mgag paths are the same for all mg
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“motions(paths) of freely-falling particles are the same in a gravitational field
and a uniformly accelerated frame, in small enough regions of space time.”

The above figure shows that in small enough spacetime, the acceleration due to
gravity or the accelerated frame cannot be distinguished, while in big enough
spacetime, it can.
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“For all laws of physics, they reduce to those of special relativity in small enough
regions of spacetime.” Therefore,

⇒ Gravity is not a force

Freely-falling ⇒ not accelerating
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Two accelerating
objects apart by x0.
The behind one sends
a light to the ahead
one. when the light
is detected, there
will be a change in
wavelength(Doppler
effect).

∆λ
λ = ∆v

c

∆v = x0t

Send a light from the
bottom of a high tower
to the top. Doppler
effect occurs due to the
gravitational field.

∆λ
λ0
∝ a
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